Bathroom Accessories are important!

Hall-Mack

manufactures America’s foremost line of

Bathroom Accessories
and Medicine Cabinets
Bathroom Accessories are IMPORTANT

Of all the rooms in your new home, two—the bathroom and the kitchen—are styled and equipped to last a lifetime. The bathroom accessories and medicine cabinet you choose today will do much to determine the appearance and convenience of your bathroom for years to come. The accessories add the finish to the bathroom and their style sets the particular tone you wish to achieve. You seldom “do over” your bathroom as you do over the dining room or change the drapes in the living room. That’s why it is essential that you choose these accessories with a careful eye for quality and design. For twenty-seven years Hall-Mack has manufactured accessories with this “lifetime quality” as a standard. Each accessory speaks of quality that endures...and designs that will be as pleasing in ten or twenty years as they are today.

WHAT ABOUT STYLE?

Sound, tasteful styling—whether in furniture, architecture or bathroom accessories—never becomes dated. Because of elegant simplicity, basically good proportions, and excellence of craftsmanship—Hall-Mack Bathroom Accessories will not become obsolete or outmoded. Even their style is crafted to “wear well.” And in them you’ll find—as have countless thousands of home owners—the permanence, beauty and service you’re looking for.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN CONSTRUCTION

Good materials and fine workmanship give you a lot more in lasting good appearance and lifetime service. Over a period of time, the “underneath” quality in bathroom accessories will quietly speak for itself. The heavy construction and multiple polishing and plating of Hall-Mack fixtures mean lifetime brilliance, beauty and service in your bathroom. Simple, clean lines make for easy cleaning. Simplified installation eliminates troublesome building problems. As a home builder, these are the things for you to look for in bathroom accessories. Hall-Mack provides them all.

How to plan your bathroom accessory needs...

It’s a wise home-builder who keeps an eye cocked toward extra service and convenience features in the bathroom he plans. That extra medicine cabinet accommodates an expanding family, overnight guests, or the drug store’s weekend bargains. Those extra towel racks save hurried steps to the linen closet. That Adjustable Towel Rack proves to be worth its weight in downright practicality. A glass shelf makes room for cologne bottles that are well worth displaying. A recessed shelf over the bathtub—in addition to the soap-and-grab—will soon make itself indispensable. In other words, plan on what you think you’ll need—then add a few extras. A small additional investment now will pay big dividends in luxurious service for years to come!

Hall-Mack products are sold by dealers in the plumbing, tile and hardware trades throughout the United States.

YOUR BATHROOM DESERVES THE BEST

HALL-MACK TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
CONCEALED LAVATORY UNIT

One of the most practical—and popular—accessories in the Hall-Mack line is this Concealed Lavatory Unit. Soap, tumbler and toothbrush are ready at the touch of a finger... yet smartly concealed from view when not in use! These bathroom necessities are mounted on a chromium-plated panel which revolves so as to entirely conceal them when not needed. When the unit is closed, only the chromium panel surface is visible. The soap tray is removable for easy cleaning. This unit is designed so that it is perfectly suited for use with all other Hall-Mack Accessories.

No. 338

Open—ready for use

Turned at the touch of a finger

Closed—flush with wall

ADJUSTABLE TOWEL RACK

No more laundered hosiery hanging across shower bars or dangling from coat hangers on door knobs. No more lumpy piles of towels crowded onto inadequate racks.

This Hall-Mack Adjustable Towel Rack has a variety of important uses. It is adjustable to three positions — straight out, 45°, or down... with a simple pressure of the fingers. It provides extra towel bar room when needed, and it drops down out of the way when not in use—an important feature where bathroom space is limited.

No. 600

Straight out from wall

...at 45° angle...
or straight down
Aristocrome

ACCESSORIES

Aristocrome Accessories are styled along simple, classic lines. Base plates are octagonal in shape with beveled edges. All Aristocrome Accessories are forged of solid brass, which provides a very close-grained hard surface and takes a high polish and more brilliant chromium finish. A full selection of surface and recessed fixtures is available, with a representative group shown here.

Coronado

ACCESSORIES

Coronado Accessories have a distinctive modern styling. Base plates are rectangular in shape, with clean, smooth-curving lines. Coronado surface fixtures are of cast Zamak metal. Castings are hand polished, copper plated, nickel plated and heavily chrome plated. Recessed fixtures in the Coronado line are made of solid brass, polished before nickel and chrome plating. Coronado Accessories are economically priced.

Crystalcrome

ACCESSORIES

Crystalcrome Accessories offer a sparkling jewel-like design that adds a dramatic new touch to bathroom styling. Crystalcrome is a combination of lustrous chromed brass and clear, sparkling crystal Lucite. Design is carried out along clean, modern lines to achieve utmost beauty. The base plates of Crystalcrome are of solid forged brass, and the clear, molded crystal portion is sturdy Lucite. All recessed Crystalcrome Accessories are of chromium-plated solid brass, with crystal Lucite trim.
Pictured on these pages are only a few representative accessories. Ask your plumbing, tile or hardware dealer to show you the complete Hall-Mack catalog.
Bathroom Cabinets by HALL-MACK

There are no finer medicine cabinets available than Hall-Mack. Lifetime porcelain or baked enamel interiors, seamless cabinet bodies, chromium-plated channel-bound mirror doors, better, more efficient lighting—these are important features you find in Hall-Mack Cabinets. In the wide selection available you'll discover the cabinets to fit perfectly into your bathroom furnishing scheme, and perfectly, too, into your building budget. Three Hall-Mack models are described on these pages, and detailed information on many other models is available on request.

HOLLYWOOD VANITY

Here is the aristocrat among bathroom cabinets! In the center is a large recessed mirror, indirectly illuminated overhead by a light concealed in curved opal glass. Mirrors line the sides, and on either side of the recessed mirror are full-length mirror-bound doors to the two cabinets. Each compartment has three fully adjustable glass shelves and a toothbrush holder. There's a handy mirror shelf below the large mirror. Baked enamel interior, light switch and convenience outlet, heavy chromium plating on solid brass, and chrome-bound mirrors are other important Hall-Mack features that make the Hollywood Vanity the finest obtainable for modern residences.
Hall-Mack is the originator and leader in porcelain enameled seamless steel cabinet construction. There are no dirt-catching cracks, crevices or corners. Three gleaming coats of vitreous porcelain are furnace-fused to the interior—gleaming white, easy to clean! Covering the steel door is a brilliant full-length plate glass mirror bound with a chromium-plated brass frame. A continuous one-piece piano hinge guarantees smooth opening and closing of the door. There are three adjustable glass shelves.

The fluorescent lighted model (above left) has a half pillar of concealed fluorescent light on each side... incomparable for shaving or make-up.

Seamless Porcelain Interior

Flange rests flush on wall for wall-mirror appearance.
Reinforced edge.
Curved end shelf bracket holds shelf in place.
Chrome-plated shelf strip permitting one-half inch up and down adjustment on shelves.
Heavy bulb edge glass shelves. 2 with cabinets of 14" x 20" wall opening; 3 with all others.
Seamless one-piece box with rounded corners cannot catch dirt.

Improved spring door check and stop.
Thick rubber cushion for silent closing.
Heavy steel door rust-proofed with aluminum.
Continuous one-piece piano hinge welded to door.
A modern styled heavy brass chrome channel frame around all four sides eliminating mirror breakage.
Razor Blade Slot.
Toothbrush Holder.
RELAXATION UNIT
For those who want the ultimate in bathroom comfort, the exclusive Hall-Mack Relaxation Unit provides compartments for paper, cigarettes and ash tray, and the mirror-backed center section can be used for books, small magazines, decorative toiletries or a potted plant. The fixture is reversible for right or left side location of paper holder.

The Lucite Magazine Rack, shown installed on the Relaxation Unit, holds large magazines or newspapers. It can be added to the recessed unit at any time, but cannot be installed without the recessed unit.

RECESSED KLEENEX HOLDER
This useful unit is another Hall-Mack product that "completes the picture" in fine bathrooms. Nothing shows but the gleaming chrome-plated brass panel, set flush in the wall. Disposable tissues are always handy. The face plate is easily removable for reloading the container behind.

RECESSED MIRROR SHELVES
Decorative value and real usefulness are combined in these Hall-Mack recessed units. Miscellaneous decorative toiletries are instantly within reach. Flanges and shelf rests are of chrome-plated brass—mirrors line the back and sides.

HALL-MACK COMPANY
1344 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA
7455 EXCHANGE AVENUE, CHICAGO 49, ILLINOIS

HALL-MACK BATHROOM ACCESSORIES are attractively displayed at tile, hardware and plumbing supply dealers throughout the United States. Your dealer will be glad to assist you in making the best selection of Accessories for your bathroom needs.